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USE AND CONSUMPTION OF THE ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE IN 
ITALY, OUTLOOK FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

CLAUDIO VARAGNOLI*

Abstract: this paper proposes a reflection on the relationship between past herita-
ge and present times through a series of restorations in historic buildings carried 
out in the last years in Italy. It spans from the interventions by Tadao Ando in Pun-
ta della Dogana in Venice, to Renzo Piano in the Vedova Foundation in the same 
city, together with interventions like St. Pietro in Siracusa by Emanuele Fidone, on 
monuments in the strict sense of the Word. The paper is not aimed at the optimi-
stic acceptance of the present, but at an attempt to discern what contributes an 
enrichment of our awareness of the use of the previous architecture. The analysis 
of works and projects is deeply confronted to recent theoretical contributions in 
the field of restoration, to state the attempts to overcome the consolidated posi-
tion, saving the conceptual conquest of the restoration discipline.

Key words: Theory of Architecture. Architectural Restoration. Industrial Archaeolo-
gy. Refurbishment. Architectural Heritage.

The relationship between contemporary architecture and heritage of the past 
is still major issue in the Italian debate, maybe even too much. It is important to 
consider that the protection of any historical testimony does not simply require 
the physical preservation of the item, although this is nevertheless necessary in 
order to establish a deep and genuine relationship with the past. Thus, on one 
hand, it is necessary to protect the traditional restoration and preservation tech-
niques addressed to well-established and defined heritage; on the other hand, it is 
important to draw great attention to the opportunities of the innovative project fo-
cused on the reactivation of unexpressed meanings within the pre-existing assets. 
Weighing the relationship between historical heritage and contemporary works is 
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not an optimistic acceptance of everything that is produced above or inside his-
torical buildings1, but it is an attempt to identify what represents an enrichment of 
our knowledge as opposed to what is a mere exploitation of the existing assets. 

A recent essay by Giuseppe Cristinelli2, illustrating very widespread opinions 
in the academic and specialized restoration worlds, points out that the most ac-
claimed contemporary production is in contrast with the restoration needs, con-
sisting of continuous care, long studies, interventions that are invisible but that 
can cleverly serve the ancient building. Cristinelli rightly refuses to consider the 
prestigious interventions of formal manipulation —very popular on journals and 
in the international architectural debate— as restorations, setting up the great ges-
tures of the most famous designers against the several patient and apparently less 
significant interventions that extend the life of our national architectural heritage. 
This is definitely the most genuine and effective aspect of restoration, preserving 
and protecting, but it is interesting to notice that the attention paid to these inter-
ventions by the general public is much less than that paid to interventions signed 
by big names, possibly revealing a more superficial and less genuine relationship 
with our historical heritage, in spite of how celebrated it is.

On the opposite front, a recent article by Francesco Dal Co3 draws on —al-
though with several differences— the positions that used to be expressed by Man-
fredo Tafuri4, disparaging the specialized discipline of restoration and favouring a 
combination of analytical abilities —both historical and physical-chemical— and 
interpretation skills of the designer. A position that is currently very popular in the 
Italian academic and scientific world, where Restoration courses are seen as a nui-
sance in the faculties of Architecture, as if being forced to obey to a ritual that no 
one believes in anymore but that must be attended due to politically correctness. 
In what used to be the “country of restoration”, architects seem not to believe in 
the need and specificity of restoration activities: in the beaux-arts primacy of de-
sign, once again prevailing in the international architectural culture, protocols and 
papers are useless shackles to the free course of creative imagination, which is 
supposed to be able to meet all needs, including preservation. It looks like we are 
going back to a pre-modern stage, when the design was the most important factor 

1 VARAGNOLI, C., “Edifici da edifici: la ricezione del passato nell’architettura italiana 1990-2000”, in L’indu-
stria delle costruzioni, 368, nov./dic. 2002, pp. 4 -15; see also SERAFINI, L., “Sopra, accanto, con l’antico. 
Il destino della preesistenza nel restauro contemporaneo”, in A. FERLENGA, A., VASSALLO, E., SCHELLINO, 
F., (eds.), Antico e Nuovo. Architetture e architettura, congress proceedings (Venezia 31 March-3 April 
2004), Venezia, Il Poligrafo, 2007, pp. 953-969.

2 CRISTINELLI, G., Antirestauro e archistar, Roma, GB EditoriA, 2013: see pp. 28-49, “Gli interventi delle 
archistar sui monumenti”. See also the critical remarks, from a different point of view, by GREGOTTI, V., 
Tre forme di architettura mancata, Torino 2010, particularly pp. 71-106 “Metafore di eternità”.

3 DAL CO, F., “Scienziati del restauro e architetti felici”, in Casabella, 830, Oct. 2013, pp. 18-19.

4 TAFURI, M., “Storia, conservazione, restauro”, in Casabella, 580, Jun. 1991, pp. 23-26.
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and the preservation of the original building —which was not the main object of 
the intervention, anyway— was seldom achieved. 

However, instead of giving way to radical and maximalist considerations, it is 
advisable to continue to look—passionately and sceptically— at the contemporary 
interventions on our architectural heritage, in line with previous considerations5, 
and trying to highlight the trends that show an agreement between design and 
preservation, forgetting the corporative defence of the restoration architects on the 
one hand and the claims for total freedom of the designers on the other hand. It 
is obvious that both provide a specific idea of the past, in which it is possible to 
see some aspects of our present and some hints about our future. This means that 
even the most “neutral” preservation activity is nonetheless subject to an intention 
and formal ability that express a specific cultural direction.

The familiarity of the new design with the ruins has been noted several times. 
Hence the great interest for the dismantled areas and the large 19th-20th century 
factories, often characterized by significant ambiguities. One of the main charac-
teristics of the industrial buildings is the relationship between machine and archi-
tecture, where it influences the final layout of the building. Only in a few cases, 
as in the successful solutions by Francesco Stefanori for the former Power Plant 
Montemartini in Rome6, we can see the preservation of the shell as well as of the 
machine that justifies its existence and provides a testimonial value. Equally fasci-
nating is the intervention by Massimo and Gabriella Carmassi in the Pelanda dei 
Suini in the Slaughterhouse of Rome, with the preservation of the tools and ma-
chines, also thanks to the stratified memories of the building7. A different direction 
was taken by Rem Koolhas in the transformation of the Market complex of Rome, 
founded in 1916 and then expanded and modified to meet the needs of the city: 
a historically important area, with some significant pieces of architecture, although 
figuratively plain. Rem Koolhas’ design for a “youth city” (2009, Municipality of 
Rome and group of private funders) with the recovery of the old complex and new 
buildings appeared as an innovative element in one of the most active districts of 
the city. Later modifications, on the other hand, are leading to the creation of a sort 
of shopping centre, exploiting its favourable location to meet the needs of profit. 
The historical-testimonial aspiration, which aimed to preserve the old market, is 

5 HERNÁNDEZ MARTÍNEZ, A., “L’estetica del deterioramento e dell’imperfezione: una tendenza in crescita nel 
restauro architettonico”, in Palladio. Rivista di Storia dell’Architettura e Restauro, Roma, Istituto Poligra-
fico e Zacca dello Stato, n.º 51, gennaio-giugno, 2013, pp. 89-106..

6 STORELLI, G., “Museo in doppia esposizione: ex centrale elettrica Montemartini”, in Recupero e Conserva-
zione, n.º 38, 2001, pp. 54-65; BERTOLETTI, M., CIMA, M., TALAMO, E., Centrale Montemartini: Musei Capito-
lini, Milano, Electa, 2007 (new expandend ed.).

7 CARMASSI, M., “Padiglione nell’ex mattatoio del Testaccio, Roma”, in Casabella, n.º 794, 2010, pp. 50-57; 
MULAZZANI, M., Recupero conservazione riuso: un centro culturale nel Mattatoio di Roma: Massimo Car-
massi, Milano, Electa Mondadori, 2010.
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turning into something that is totally different, with the predictable overcrowding 
consequences on this part of the city. This trend is contrasted by the “popular” 
recovery of other dismantled buildings in the same Ostiense area, in Rome, where 
the facades of abandoned buildings near the railway were decorated with graffiti 
during the Outdoor Urban Art Festival 20128. Among the various artists involved, 
Blu worked on a squat, confirming the attention to decayed and unfinished works 
shared by several contemporary artists along with the trend to recover industrial 
archaeology, or initiatives like the ruin pubs that are popular in Budapest, where 
the regain of social venues does not include their “embellishment”.

Tadao Ando made something different in the Punta della Dogana complex in 
Venice, a building originally aimed to control and sort goods between the Giudec-
ca Canal and the Grand Canal and then towards the rest of Venice. The planning 
is influenced by the original use of the buildings, that was acceptably preserved 
although it showed its age. Ando’s design for the François Pinault Foundation 
(2009) cleverly preserves the signs made by time on the long brick walls, fasci-
natingly expressing the building’s wear and stratification. Ando approached this 
job —a very important one, considering the building and its location— with great 
commitment, also taking into consideration the work of Carlo Scarpa, an unavoid-
able name with respect to the interventions on the historical buildings of Venice: 
this is revealed by the designs for the doors and windows, which recall some 
works by that great architect. This intervention is not merely about preservation9, 
but it appears as a deep thought —in accordance with the Japanese tradition— on 
emptiness, on the void “that remains after everything is removed”, as pointed out 
by Giangiorgio Pasqualotto10. This allows Ando to achieve a severe minimalism, 
where modern additions are limited to very few pieces with controlled shapes and 
materials, with the preservation of the wooden ceilings combined with a clever 
and formally appropriate systems installation. However, the opposition shown by 
the competent Office (Soprintendenza per i beni architettonici e paesaggistici di 
Venezia e Laguna) highlighted how a work based on removing and minimalism 
was nevertheless in contrast with the identity of the building, based on long par-

8 More data and pictures in www.out-door.it. See also Outdoor Urban Art Festival. Il quartiere Ostiense 
diventa un museo a cielo aperto, in www.provincia.roma.it, 13.10.2011; SILVESTRINI, V., in Roma d’estate? 
“Guarda in alto”, grazie ai graffiti di Outdoor Urban Art Festival, in www.artribune.com, 27.07.2012.

9 DAL CO, F., “Da Dogana da Mar a museo”, in DAL CO, F., (ed.), Tadao Ando per/for/pour François Pinault, 
Milano, Electa Mondadori, 2009, pp. 19-23. It should be recalled that in 2005, the François Pinault Foun-
dation had entrusted to T. Ando the renovation of the museum in Palazzo Grassi (formerly renovated 
by Gae Aulenti, 1985). For a strong criticism, with convincing topics, see CRISTINELLI, G., Antirestauro e 
archistar…, op. cit., pp. 43-45. See now V. ora FERRIOLI, S. “Rivelazione, reintegrazione, riconversione. Il 
restauro degli ex-magazzini di Punta della Dogana, Venezia”, in Architetti.com, n.º 56, 2013, pp. 29-40, 
www.architetti.com.

10 PASQUALOTTO, G., Estetica del vuoto. Arte e meditazione nelle culture d’Oriente, Venezia, Marsilio, 1992 (III 
ed.2003).
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allel brick walls related to the continuous traffic between the Grand and Giudecca 
Canals11. A project that was apparently respectful of the existing building led to 
a different interpretation of the spaces, clustered around functional centres and 
reacquired in the light of the artistic language rather than profound empathy. 

There is, however, the fascination of the design on void. Something similar 
can be seen in other interventions by Japanese architects on pre-existing build-
ings, such as the Stone Museum in Nasu-gun (in Tochigi prefecture), by Kengo 
Kuma12, aimed to the upgrading of three 19th century stone barns, whose main 
value —according to the author— is not to be found in the “solid parts” but in the 
relationship between the three buildings, enhanced by new passageways and wa-
ter basins. In order to connect with the buildings, Kuma uses stone, which in his 
hands becomes a light and transparent material, not very different from the filter-
ing walls (filtermauerwerk) used by Zumthor in the Kolumba Museum in Cologne. 

Also in the case of the Magazzini del Sale in Venice, near the Punta della Do-
gana, Renzo Piano has fully respected the brick walls that punctuate the sober 
neoclassicism of the building as well as the trussed wooden roof. The Magazzini 
now host the works of the Emilio e Annabianca Vedova Foundation13, in a typical 
design of the spiritual and artistic mood of the leader of the informal style, who 
loved and saved those “crooked and multiple” spaces from a wild transformation. 
According to a design conceived with Vedova himself, Piano designed the exhibi-
tion area in the Magazzini like a giant moving machine. The exhibition is dynamic 
because it consists in an archive, located in the final part of the warehouse, where 
the paintings are kept in racks and picked up by automatic and electronically-con-
trolled trolleys that run on a track and put the selected paintings in the exhibition 
area. The systems are put in a slightly sloping wooden platform that covers the 
original flooring, while the services for the public are hosted by two asymmetric 
wooden structures located in the front. 

The figurative minimalism of these works is not only due to preservation re-
quirements, but it can be easily related to them. The most recent work by Emanuele 
Fidone —graduated in history of architecture and very familiar with the methods 
used by archaeologists— is related to the church of S. Pietro, within the historical 
centre of Syracuse. This early Christian building, with significant additions in the 
late Middle Ages and in the Baroque age, was subject to a heavy restoration in the 

11 ANSELMI, A., “Punta della Dogana. Il progetto”, in DAL CO, F., Tadao Ando…, op. cit., pp. 106-108, points 
out (p. 107) that the intervention of Ando seems not so much targeted at the preservation of the ancient 
building - calls for a partial demolition although addressed to the nineteenth-century additions - but 
rather to a more general economy of the project.

12 FUTAGAWA, Y. (ed.), “Kengo Kuma”, in GA Architect, n.º 19, 2005, pp. 134-135 ; MANDOLESI, D. “Museo della 
pietra a Nasu”, in L’industria delle costruzioni, XXXVIII, n.º 380, 2004, pp. 22-27.

13 COLLAVO, L., “Il nuovo spazio espositivo della fondazione Vedova a Venezia: oltre la sfida, nella storia 
della città”, in Arte documento, n.º 25, 2009, pp. 272-281.
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1950s, devastating its space and finishes14. Fidone manages to put his design skills 
to the service of the building: as a matter of fact, it is necessary to reinterpret the 
three-nave type with entrance on the short side, while allowing all the stratifica-
tions to survive, including the valuable Gothic chapel on the side. Thus, modern 
restoration has three main guidelines: reinterpreting the internal syntax, keeping 
the walls visible; restoring the entrance from the original façade, without clashing 
with the current use of the long side; establishing a unique reference. Therefore, a 
vault of wooden strips recalls the barrel vault that used to cover the central nave, 
although letting in the light that comes from the large windows made later. The 
reintroduction of the original entrance is made by creating a monolith of cor-ten 
slabs that runs in parallel, allowing to recreate the original space without needing 
the literal reintroduction of the portal and ensuring the “fullness” of the façade 
wall. The cocciopesto floor is a chromatically balanced continuum, interrupted 
only by the remains of the Byzantine floor. After his experience in S. Maria del 
Gesù in Modica with Bruno Messina, and compared to the light vaults by Ignacio 
Linazasoro and Pier Luigi Cervellati, Fidone —maybe with a more conventional 
approach compared to his Spanish colleague— achieves greater fascination with 
the filtered light from above and enhances the geography of the walls, rather than 
the new wooden insertion. A sensitivity that, along with the design for the muse-
um Latomie dei Cappuccini15 in Siracusa, manages to connect to the surrounding 
environment and fit in the introverted landscape of the ancient quarry. 

Sometimes minimalism avoids the challenge and the responsibility of respond-
ing to the issues presented by the ruins or unfinished building. In the former con-
vent of S. Antonio a Santa Fiora (2011), in southern Tuscany, new formally and 
materially distinguishable structures design new functions within an abandoned 
monastery complex, in which no attempt was made to recover its meaning and 
architectural logic16. In the recent intervention (2010) on the church of Annunzi-
ata in Foligno17, large unfinished and altered 18th century building, the designers 
have used the large internal empty space as an exhibition area, adding functional 

14 The church, traditionally attributed to the IV century, was one of the first to be built in Syracuse, and 
perhaps related to the preaching of Paul of Tarsus. The church has undergone several changes , in-
cluding the reversal of the axis of access and the creation of a pointed-arched doorway (XIV century) 
corresponding to a new chapel on the opposite side; v. FIDONE, E., L’icona e lo spazio: sul restauro della 
basilica paleocristiana di San Pietro, Siracusa/ archeologia &architettura, s.l., 12th International Archi-
tecture Exhibition Venezia, 2010, chap. “Sinossi”. 

15 Published in 2008, the project includes a large shaded porch connected to a spiral ramp and under-
ground spaces , with clear references to the “introverted “ landscape of the quarries. 

16 Project by 2TR Architettura (L. Montuori, R. Petrachi), Rome: the ancient convent now houses different 
functions intended for leisure and culture.

17 SALIMEI, G. (T studio, Rome), with MAVILIO, S. E SCHIATTARELLA, A. V. See. “Ex Museo dell’Annunziata a 
Foligno”, in SACCHI, L. (ed.), Italia en México 2013. Architetti romani: opere recenti, Roma, Prospettive 
edizioni, 2013, pp. 154-147.
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details in cor-ten, such as the metal railings and an external construction, which 
are formally unrelated to the fully preserved building that is unaffected by these 
new additions. 

Contemporary architecture often manages to intervene in a historical context 
without worsening the linguistic discordances, unlike what happened in the past 
decades when a certain degree of opposition towards the past was a necessary 
demonstration of modernity.

The Uffizi of Florence represents a good example of the continuous and silent 
work that is behind the restoration projects in Italy. The new entrance shelter (in 
via dei Castellani, 1998, and 2011) designed by Arata Isozaki, that well interprets 
the needs for linearity and perspective required by this place, is still to be im-
plemented, but the restoration of the museum —according to the guidelines of 
the Grandi Uffizi— has been silently performed with significant results, including 
the enlargement of the exhibition area from 5400 to 12000 square metres and the 
compliance with earthquake-proof regulations, with the aim of extending the mu-
seum area to the whole second floor. Remarkable consolidation works have been 
performed, including the Lorenese staircase and the Niobe hall, as well as the re-
vision of the museum systems, particularly in the new halls dedicated to Mannerist 
and “foreign” painters. This required the reorganization of the museum course 
and allowed the introduction of colour in the new halls: this is a common choice 
in several other museums, but for the Uffizi it represents an innovation from the 
severe Mannerist two-colour setting dating back to Vasari. The new halls, located 
behind the Loggia dei Lanzi18, are now served by the western staircase designed 
by Adolfo Natalini (2009-2011), which is set in the narrow space of the court of 
the Vecchia Posta. An example of essential architecture, rather than minimalist, the 
stone tower that hosts the staircase represents an unexpected and austere sign, 
due to its oblique position, that suits the stratified context, also thanks to the par-
tially closed glass ceiling and the arrangement of the side walls. An intervention 
that operates by addition rather than modification19, interpreting modernity with 
matte and heavy materials, typical of the “city of stone”20.

Andrea Bruno’s task in the Bagrati cathedral was full of obstacles and traps. 
The building is one of the symbols of Georgia: dedicated to the Dormition of the 

18 NATALINI, A. “Note in margine ad alcuni contributi al progetto Nuovi Uffizi”, in CECCHI, R., PAOLUCCI, A. (a 
cura di), Cantiere Uffizi, Roma, Gangemi, 2007, pp. 283-293.

19 ACIDINI, C., “Il sistema Uffizi: conservazione dell’esistente e innovazione creativa”, in Ananke, n.º 66, 
2012, pp. 106-107; NATALI, A., “Il colore degli stranieri (e la nostra singolare avversione)”, in Ananke, n.º 
66, 2012, pp. 108-109 ; ACIDINI, C. , MARINO, A., NATALI, A., “Oltre le sale azzurre, i lavori continuano”, in 
Ananke, n.º 66, 2012, pp. 50-61; LOMBARDI, A. L., “Uffizi in blu”, in Giornale dell’Arte.com, 20 dicembre 
2011, cfr. http://www.ilgiornaledellarte.com/articoli/2011/12/111267.html.

20 D’AMATO GUERRIERI, C. (ed.), Città di Pietra. 10. Mostra Internazionale di Architettura, Venezia, Marsilio, 
2006.
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Virgin by Bagrati, the king who united the country, it is located in the ancient 
capital city, Kutaisi, and dates back to the 10th-11th century. Partially destroyed by 
a war in the 17th century, the cathedral has always had a strong symbolic value 
for the country, which has always considered Christianity as the basis for its unity 
and identity throughout the centuries. In the 1950s21, reconstruction started from 
the considerable remains and it was included in the World Heritage Listin 1994. 
Another and more thorough reconstruction campaign started in 2002, with heavi-
er and undocumented reconstructions using reinforced concrete instead of the 
traditional stone. Hence the international authorities decided to stop the works 
and assign the project to Andrea Bruno, who chose to work in continuity with the 
architecture of the remains but using metal instead of stone to indicate the parts 
that were totally reconstructed. The almost educational requirements imposed by 
the international organizations led to a product that brings back the identifiabil-
ity of the cathedral, particularly with respect to the internal space and women’s 
galleries, similarly to what was accomplished by Cervellati in the restoration of 
the Oratorio dei Filippini in Bologna. Not being a fan of mimicry, Bruno does not 
forget to mark his modernity by adding a glass volume that is in contrast with the 
outer silhouette of the building. 

Among the objections made against restoration, there is often a complaint 
about the lack of a unique theory, without contradictions and clearly indicating 
what needs to be done when approaching a building that has to be restored. The 
variety of opinions that has always characterized the restoration sector in Italy is 
seen as a limit, refusing the dialogue and debate that are typical not only of res-
toration but of any really modern form of culture. Moreover, the central role of 
historical evaluation is questioned, as it is seen as a totally arbitrary factor, while22 
more objections are made against the extensive application of restraints, which 
would have led to a merely strict preservation of the Italian old centres, suffocat-
ing their possibilities and only superficially exploited by mass tourism. 

Actually, it is the role of the architectural and historical-cultural heritage that 
looks in critical conditions in the Italian society, a country more interested in unau-

21 JOKILEHTO, J., Rehabilitation Strategy for the Site of Bagrati Cathedral, Kutaisi, Georgia, National Agency 
for Cultural Heritage Preservation of Georgia, 8 May 2012, www.heritagesites.ge; see also CHIONNE, R., 
“La Cattedrale di Bagrati in Georgia. Dopo il falso vero, il nuovo autentico”, in Il Giornale del Restauro, 
XVII, March 2013 (“Il Giornale dell’Arte”, 329, 2013), p. 15; MAIETTI, F., “La rinascita dell’edificio simbolo 
dell’identità culturale e religiosa della Georgia. Restauro e rifunzionalizzazione della Cattedrale di Bagra-
ti, Kutaisi, Georgia”, in Architetti.com, n.º 56, may 2013, www.architetti.com.

22 “OMA’s preservation manifesto (Reconstructed from fragmentary evidence by Jorge Otero-Pailos)”, in 
Quaderns d’Arquitectura i Urbanisme (Journal of the Association of the Architects of Catalonia), n.º 263, 
2011, pp. 41-52 (p. 49): “The paradox is that when architecture retreats into preservation it seeks refuge 
in precisely the place that is most dangerous for it. The danger lies in the fact that for architecture to 
appear as preservation it must betray, if not altogether renounce, its very nature: form-making”. I thank 
prof. A. Hernández Martínez for this and other valuable suggestions to this work.
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thorized building than in the preservation of landscape and historical centres. The 
investigations by Ferruccio Sansa23, the books by Salvatore Settis24, the positions of 
Tomaso Montanari25 on the abandonment of the historical centre of L’Aquila after 
the earthquake of 2009 highlighted the indifference of not only the national poli-
ticians, but also the whole society. Thus, the question is no more “how” or “why” 
restoring, but “for whom”. It is a question that is often asked with respect to the 
centres destroyed by earthquakes and abandoned in favour of new buildings. And 
it applies even more to the actual destination of the restored historical heritage, 
increasingly less related to a consistent humanistic culture and increasingly more 
destined to economic exploitation. The attempt to avoid the market-related think-
ing led to the idea of interpreting “cultural heritage” as “common goods”, aimed 
at the “experience of subjective satisfaction and objective participation in an eco-
logical community”26. This attempt has been widely criticised27, but it managed to 
put forward the issue of the relationship with the market economy, often hidden 
by rhetoric and opportunism.

The role of the public is nevertheless present, even in contemporary theoretical 
considerations. Muñoz Viñas’s thought, still not very known in Italy28, derives from 
an extended revision of the classical theories and from something published by 
Cesare Brandi fifty years ago–fed by long-lasting trends in the English-speaking 
countries. The result is a theory that is not based on the values of truth and on the 
contrast between false and genuine, but on the idea of benefit for the public. It 
is therefore a very pragmatic and functional position: Muñoz Viñas appears to be 
the real theorist of the post-modern approach to restoration, particularly when he 
tries to get over the central role of the artistic object due to a profound lack of con-
fidence in the possibility to define its nature. However, his alleged “Copernican 
revolution”29, which suggests to see the characteristic element of restoration in the 

23 SANSA, F., La colata. Il partito del cemento che sta cancellando l’Italia e il suo futuro, Milano, Chiarelettere, 
2010, pp. 7-13 chap. “Prima che il degrado diventi irreversibile”.

24 SETTIS, S., Paesaggio costituzione cemento. La battaglia per l’ambiente contro il degrado civile, Torino, 
Einaudi, 2010, pp. 44-82 chap. “L’orizzonte dei diritti”.

25 MONTANARI, T., Le pietre e il popolo. Restituire ai cittadini l’arte e la storia delle città italiane, Roma, Mini-
mum fax, 2013, particularly chap. “Città senza cittadini”, pp. 17-75.

26 MATTEI, U., Beni comuni. Un manifesto, Roma-Bari 2011, pp. 83-84: “Al contrario, i beni comuni […]
devono essere gestiti con strumenti a vocazione pubblicistica (nel senso ampio di estranei alla logica del 
profitto privato) al fine primario di soddisfare i diritti fondamentali della persona, costituzionalmente ga-
rantiti e informati al principio di eguaglianza e solidarietà anche nell’interesse delle generazioni future”. 

27 See criticism by DONOLO, C., “Qualche chiarimento sui beni comuni”, in Lo straniero, 30.01.2012, www. 
lostraniero.net, and by VITALE, E., Contro i beni comuni. Una critica illuminista, Roma-Bari, Laterza, 2013.

28 MUÑOZ VIÑAS, S., Teoría contemporánea de la Restauración, Madrid, Editorial Síntesis, 2010; I ed. Con-
temporary theory of conservation, London, Routledge, 2004. Cf. the strong op position by CARBONARA, G., 
Architettura d’oggi e restauro. Un confronto antico-nuovo, Torino, U.T.E.T., 2011, p. 102.

29 MUÑOZ VIÑAS, S., Teoría…, op. cit., pp. 37-40; the expression is taken from BONSANTI, G., “Riparare l’arte”, 
in OPD Restauro, n.º 9, 1997, pp. 109-112.
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subject rather than in the object, is not very different from the “riconoscimento” 
suggested by Cesare Brandi, many times criticised by Muñoz Viñas. 

Thus, the value of the objects to be restored is not inherent but attributed by 
one or more subjects. In the view of nouvelle muséologie, according to which “tout 
est muséalizable”30, a major role is played by modest heritage and dull objects. Ac-
cording to Löwenthal, Muñoz Viñas bases his theory on the heritage, as opposed 
to history, as the core of the identity of a group, also at the cost of straining its 
testimonial value. 

Consequently, restoration loses its objective grounds. For example, Muñoz 
Viñas considers genuineness as an act of intellectual arrogance: all the conditions 
experienced by an object from its creation are a testimony of its history. Ac-
cordingly, reversibility is also seen as a dogma, although it is constantly violated 
in practice due to the actual irreversibility of most materials. Although it is not 
very clear, Muñoz Viñas shares Melucco Vaccaro’s position according to which 
reversibility is a “legend”, although a useful one31. Similarly, also the importance 
attributed by Brandi to the material in restoration shall be rejected, as the aim is 
rather the preservation and confirmation of the values, particularly the symbolic 
ones, of the heritage.

Therefore, it is necessary to get over the omnipotence of the restorer and find 
a dialectic relationship between the various subjects involved in the process of 
restoring: the client, the owner, the local administrator, the company, and the re-
storer in a contractual perspective that aims to find a balance between the various 
subjects. An inter-subjective vision of restoration that brings back the central role 
of the final users. According to Muñoz Viñas, restoration is not performed for the 
sake of art or history but for the subjects that are the recipients of the work. 

However, Muñoz Viñas is aware that this point of view, undermining the elite 
and selective aspects that still characterize the world of restoration, brings some 
risks including, in particular, making everything ordinary: nonetheless this is a cal-
culated risk and the obligated counterpart of that “common sense” to which this 
self-proclaimed revolution refers. 

A “weak” approach —although rooted in the practice of architectural restora-
tion— can be seen in the self-conscious restoration launched by Marco Ermentini 
in Italy32. Also in this case, the starting point is the acknowledgement that the 
only possible theory is the end of restoration theories, which are all influenced 

30 DESVALLÉES, A., Vagues, une antologie de la nouvelle muséologie. 1, Mâcon, Editions W, 1992, “Introduc-
tion: le concept musée couvre l’univers entier et donc tout est muséalisable”, a view that wants to over-
come the elitist conception of the museum thanks to the new idea of “eco-musée”.

31 MUÑOZ VIÑAS, S., Teoría…, op. cit., pp. 107-115.

32 ERMENTINI, M., Restauro timido. Architettura affetto gioco, Firenze, Nardini Editore, 2007, see chap. “Il 
manifestino rosso dell’architettura timida”, pp. 15-17; and chap. “Rivoluzione timida, pp. 35- 43.
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by the primary role of technique. Thus, the only possible way is a self-conscious 
approach, feeling the danger in time and being aware of the human limits. On this 
basis, Ermentini can easily be related to the anti-restoration theory, but his consi-
derations are not only a late Ruskinian exercise. The self-conscious philosophy is 
rather a philosophy of the limit. The self-conscious restoration sets out to listen to 
the work, waiting for the signals given by it; it operates in a pragmatic way and 
with few resources, in contrast with the waste of territory and the easy optimism 
of technique. In opposition to the “restoration bulimia”, with colossal funds, resto-
ration can go back to play its part against waste and consumerism: considerations 
that clash with the logics of the late capitalism and that deserve a more attentive 
and aware audience.

The theories that are more consolidated and consistent with the actual practice 
of restoration have witnessed recent reaffirmations of their principles. In his latest 
work, Giovanni Carbonara33 accurately sums up the main elements of his opinion, 
comparing them to the contemporary production. The combination of new and 
ancient elements is considered favourably, except for the complete denial of the 
historical heritage. Thus, along a theoretical production spanning four decades, 
he identifies a third way between the more aggressive expression of contempora-
neity and post modernity, active in the view of a “living relationship respectful of 
memory”. Carbonara’s recent considerations, more than his past works, is charac-
terized by the opposition to the hegemony of the present, which leads to a predo-
minance of the image and consumption as well as to a lack of perception of time 
and history. The cases discussed by Carbonara open the territory of restoration to 
a great number of approaches that revolve around the need for transformation, 
which is accepted if preserving pre-existing features as much as possible and if 
proposed as explicit and functional addition to a non-destructive interpretation of 
the past. 

Also the latest book by Paolo Marconi34, published not long before his recent 
death, sums up a cultural battle fought not with respect to restoration per se, but 
with respect to considering restoration as “another way to practice architecture”. 
According to Marconi, restoration is never based on replacement or removal, but 
always on the critical revision of the actual condition of the building, refused in 
its alleged inevitability. For example, the design of the castle of Lucera (2010)35 
includes plywood, an industrial product and therefore easily visible and reversible 
with respect to the pre-existing ruins, which are not modified in their essence. The 

33 CARBONARA, G., Architettura d’oggi e restauro. Un confronto antico-nuovo, Torino, U.T.E.T., 2011, particu-
larly “Lo stato della questione”, pp. 9-33 e “Il confronto antico-nuovo”, pp. 35-57.

34 MARCONI, P., Restauro dei monumenti. Cultura, progetti e cantieri 1967-2010, Roma, Gangemi editore, 
2012.

35 Ibidem, pp. 24-31.
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changes made (2007-09) to the 19th century staircase of the Collegio dei Nobili in 
Turin, now the Egyptian Museum36, do not run along the consolidated tracks of 
restoration, which would have led to the removal of the staircase; on the other 
hand, they move on the tracks of creativity with the existing features, proposing 
a significant change but not a total reset. Also the restoration of the Camerini 
del Principe in the Coperta del Castello in Ferrara (2005-2008)37 appear more 
like a reassembly with the traditional materials, not dissimulated in their mainly 
didactic character. Ultimately, there does not seem to be a falsifying intention in 
interventions that seem very different, in terms of intention and results, from the 
severalpastichesthat are found all over the world. Marconi’s works are therefore 
contemporary and strongly present the issue of the language to be used in the 
interventions on pre-existing buildings. Marconi’s work shows the limits of the 
vision that sets up modernity against tradition, opening to a sensitivity that has 
now made the conflict between these two terms useless. In the restoration of 
the Carignano theatre in Turin (2005-2006)38, that tried to restore the decorations 
and distribution at the expense of additions with a limited testimonial value, the 
creation of two emergency staircases is achieved by using brick wall constructions 
with large windows, as a tribute to the alleged genius loci of the city, which can 
be questionable but definitely not fake. 

Marconi shall therefore be considered as an architect of contemporaneity, who 
believed in the up-to-dateness of an evergreen tradition and in the possibility 
—for the modern designer— of connecting to the tradition, making variations on 
the theme. The pre-existing features are actually respected, except for their deca-
ying condition. Restoration therefore becomes the “other way to practice architec-
ture”, antithetical to the research of contrast at all costs, but a fully contemporary 
design activity with a strong innovating value. 

New ways to interpret the theory of restoration can be found in the vast work 
by Francesco Doglioni39, who proposes a theoretical consideration accompanied 
by remarks on issues derived from his on-site experience. The aim of the design 
cannot be the technique, but a cultural project shared with several subjects: hen-
ce the need to “get out of one’s own design” in order to develop an awareness 
that can get over the automatisms that have turned restoration into a conservative 
practice. 

Doglioni also accepts the challenge of change and the vision of restoration as 
a “diverse designing process” that can aim to “rediscover, reintegrate or renovate 

36 Ibidem, pp. 42-47.

37 Ibidem, pp. 48-55.

38 Ibidem, pp. 56-71.

39 DOGLIONI, F., Nel restauro. Progetti per le architetture del passato, Venezia, Marsilio, 2008.
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with a critical attention the hidden, missing or transformed parts”40. This theoreti-
cal substrate, supported by a long operating experience, leads Doglioni to include 
the contrasting assumptions of total preservation and analogic intervention in his 
vision, considering them as possibilities of intervention with equal rights, as they 
are both based on the building being considered asiuxta propria principia. These 
positions need to get past the mechanisms of mutual exclusion and require an 
awareness of the limits, exactly that “looking at oneself from the outside” that is 
typical of modernity. 

Francesco Doglioni’s contribution is important because he attempts to get over 
the differences that have made the Italian debate stiff so far. We could ask oursel-
ves if recalling the awareness of the limits brings us back to the core of the restora-
tion practice, i.e. the need for the evaluation and conceptual instrumentation that 
must goes along with it. It is probably appropriate to look for a new relationship 
with historical investigation that allows —as required by Doglioni— to perceive 
one’s position in the flow of history, and to establish an equal relationship with 
the techniques, which would otherwise be aimed to stick to abstract schemes 
that are in contrast with the actuality of architecture. The recent reference to a 
new realism41 and to getting over the positions derived from the “weakening 
philosophy” and hermeneutics, very widespread and possibly misunderstood by 
the Italian culture of the late 20th century, might take us back to considering the 
central role of the object and reducing the excess of subjectivism that nowadays 
dominates the architectural culture. 

40 Ibidem, pp. 24-26, “Affermazione 5. Il restauro è una progettualità composita che conserva le architetture 
del passato giunte in condizioni di relativa integrità, e a riscoprire, reintegrare o rinnovare con attenzio-
ne critica quelle parti nascoste, mancanti o trasformate il cui risarcimento sia funzionale e necessario a 
rafforzarne il messaggio architettonico rendendolo comprensibile e presente”.

41 FERRARIS, M., Documentalità. Perché è necessario lasciar tracce, Roma-Bari, Laterza, 2009, pp. 137-138: 
“La sedia è per sederci, il bicchiere per berci, e la pistola, purtroppo, per spararci. In taluni casi, è vero, 
l’oggetto ammette usi promiscui (…). Ma il margine di manovra è sempre più modesto di quanto non si 
creda, e questo suggerisce una riflessione: il progettista onnipotente è il più delle volte progettato dagli 
oggetti che lo circondano”. 


